Case Study
Unisoft InfoTech

Company Overview

Unisoft Infotech Is an IT Consulting Firm That Provides
Exceptional Talent, Unique HR, and Technology Solutions
to Clients.
Based in Singapore, Unisoft Infotech is an IT consulting firm with strong
knowledge, expertise, and resource base across technology from Data
Science to ERP. Unisoft is on a mission to provide outstanding service to
clients; the company looks to accomplish this through empowered teams
and unique solutions that are designed to provide businesses with a
competitive edge.
Unisoft Infotech utilizes its over 25 years of experience in providing staffing
solutions across all industries including healthcare, automobile,
telecommunications, and e-commerce, and partnerships with companies
that are known to be the “best in their business” to deliver on its promise of
providing solutions that allow clients to focus on their own core businesses.

Their Challenge

As a provider of HR and technology solutions, Unisoft InfoTech wanted to
make sure that its systems and solutions were “100%” safe from
cyber-threats such as malware threats and viruses. This meant that the
company needed a robust cyber-security solution.
The cyber-security protection that was previously in place at Unisoft
InfoTech was a simple antivirus that could not provide the level of
protection that the company needed and desired. Realizing, Unisoft
decided to upgrade from a mere antivirus to endpoint protection. Once
this decision was made, the company started to search for solutions that
could meet its requirements and standards for endpoint protection.
During its search, the team at Unisoft came across Symantec’s Endpoint
Protection. The team ran a trial of the Symantec solution but wasn’t
completely satisfied with the features it offered. As a result, Unisoft started
to look for alternatives and ultimately came across Comodo which it
found to better than Symantec’s Endpoint Protection or other solutions
that it had trial tested.

“We needed 100% security from viruses and malware threats, so we
decided to upgrade from a mere antivirus to endpoint protection.
When evaluating products, we compared Symantec’s Endpoint
Protection to Comodo’s, and the latter had better features. Comodo’s
Dragon with AEP and auto-containment detects and responds in a
way that users need not worry about any incoming virus threats; they
can continue to concentrate on business enhancement, says
Thenappan Vellachami, Founder and Director, of Unisoft InfoTech.

The Solution

Unisoft Infotech Partnered with Comodo to Add the
Latter’s Security Solutions to Its Offering.
“We chose Comodo, because of its auto-containment technology,”
revealed Vellachami
.
Unisoft chose Comodo’s Dragon Platform with Advanced Endpoint
Protection (AEP), which is a patent-pending auto containment
technology with active breach protection that neutralizes
ransomware, malware, and cyber-attacks.
Comodo’s AEP utilizes a Default Deny Platform to provide complete
protection against zero-day threats while having no impact on
end-user experience or workflows. Additionally, Comodo’s Valkyrie
analyzes and gives a trusted verdict for 100% of files on a network.
“With its built-in auto containment technology, irrespective of the
classification of virus or malware – whether it is ‘good’, ‘bad’, or
‘unknown’, Comodo will contain and quarantine all of them in a
dedicated area. Having a file system where 100% of files get a trusted
verdict means that we don’t have to use our staff and resources
doing it manually,” says Vellachami.
Comodo’s platform shares intelligence and is, therefore, more secure
than disparate products that claim the best of the breed but don’t
share information. Comodo has architected its cyber-security
product to maximize intelligent sharing between every component of
the platform, therefore providing superior security.
“The best thing about Comodo’s Dragon platform is the excellently
managed services – the threat detection and response is very
organized and user friendly. Adding additional existing endpoint
manager licenses is done by simply linking the licenses. Plus, the
insights and analytics of threat management are of great use to us,”
says Thenappan.

Comodo’s security solutions put Unisoft in a position to better serve its
clients. Alan Knepfer, President and Chief Revenue Office at Comodo,
says, “Our partnership and world-class solutions will help Unisoft’s
customers stop worrying about cyber threats so they can focus on
their business.”
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